Elizabeth the Queen

Public Interest Spotlight
Shines On Private Affairs
Embarrassment Hangs Over Palace While Parliament Debates Allowances For Prince, Princess

By MARION CRAWFORD

Always the spectacles of public interest have centered around the royal family, whether for their private and public duties or for their personal lives. And the more the public interest is focused on them, the more the weight of their responsibilities.

HESSELTON HOPES
IKE IS GETTING PEOPLE'S OKAY

Deerfield Congressman Sees Democrats Sharing Trouble Over Economics

By DONALD H. STAPLETON

"Ike" is getting the people's okay, according to the Deerfield Congressman. The people are being asked to support the Ike program, and they are doing it in a creditable manner.

Another important feature was the entire campaign in this state. It was exemplified by a series of debates between DeForest Stühmer, Democratic candidate, and Frederick J. Arnold, Republican. Both candidates spent much time and energy in their respective campaigns.

Among the voters in Deerfield, Stühmer's campaign was considered the most successful. He carried the county with 13,000 votes, and his result in the state was considered good. Arnold carried the state with 11,500 votes, and his result in the state was considered good.

Stühmer said that "the campaign was a success in all essentials," but he felt that more committee work could have been done to reach a higher percentage of the electorate.

"The party is growing," Stühmer said, "and it will continue to grow. We have a capable and dedicated leadership, and we will do well in the future."